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Start by marking “Breaking Wild” as Want to Read: In captivating prose, Diane Les Becquets
tells the story of one woman missing in the Colorado wilderness and another bent on
discovering the missing woman's whereabouts, in an unforgettably moving and thrilling
literary debut.Breaking Wild Paperback – February 21, Diane Les Becquets tells the story of
one woman missing in the Colorado wilderness, and another bent on discovering her
whereabouts, in an unforgettably moving and thrilling, bestselling literary debut—now in trade
paperback.In her adult fiction debut, Les Becquets (Season of Ice, , etc.) writes of a woman
lost in the wild and the woman who tries to save her, alternating chapters between their two
compelling voices. When Amy Raye Latour leaves her weekend hunting companions to strike
out on her.Breaking Wild is the debut adult novel by Diane Les Becquets from Berkley Books
(Penguin Random House). In this suspense book, a woman hunter finds a .About Diane Les
Becquets. Diane Les Becquets is a faculty member and former director of the MFA Program in
Fiction and Non-Fiction at Southern New.Breaking Wild by Diane Les Becquets book review.
Click to read the full review of Breaking Wild in New York Journal of Books. Review
written.David Greene talks to author Diane Les Becquets about her new novel Breaking Wild
which vividly evokes Colorado's rugged backcountry.Breaking Wild Youtube series! Crew of
outdoorsmen who will show you how to break your wild side! Hunting Fishing Home
processing Wildgame recipes.After three young adult novels, Les Becquets scores big with
this very adult thriller about two women facing life and death challenges in western.Summary
and reviews of Breaking Wild by Diane Les Becquets, plus links to a book excerpt from
Breaking Wild and author biography of Diane Les Becquets.Dogs in Breaking Wild are
invaluable companions for several of the characters. Discuss the relationship of each character
and her dog. How do their pets help.Breaking Wild, a new novel by Diane Les Becquets. The
story follows two women , one who is missing in the Colorado wilderness, another bent.In Les
Becquets' crisp, immersive novel, Amy Raye is a seasoned outdoorswoman who gets lost in
the cold Colorado wilderness during an elk.Stream Spoken Words Diane Les Becquets —
Breaking Wild by Wyoming Public Radio from desktop or your mobile device."Breaking
Wild" follows Amy Raye Latour, a lost hunter, and Pru Hathaway, a forest ranger determined
to find her. In the process, they both find.The Paperback of the Breaking Wild by Diane Les
Becquets at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!.Therese Plummer and Saskia
Maarleveld narrate this thriller/outdoor adventure story about two strong, independent women.
Portrayed by Maarleveld, Amy.In Breaking Wild, she tracks two women through the remote
terrain of Northern Colorado, women who are lost in two very different ways. Tags.The novel,
"Breaking Wild," by Diane Les Becquets, is about two women. One's gone missing during a
hunting trip north of Grand Junction.Diane Les Becquets's national best-selling novel is about
two women-- one has gone missing on a hunting trip north of Grand Junction.Breaking Wild
by Diane Les Becquets available in Hardcover on apareyescatolicos.com, also read synopsis
and reviews. In captivating prose, Diane Les.Breaking wild / Diane Les Becquets.—First
edition. pages cm ISBN (hardback) 1. Missing persons—Fiction. 2. Wilderness areas—
Fiction. 3.In Breaking Wild, she tracks two women through the remote terrain of Northern
Colorado, women who are lost in two very different ways.As the novel follows Amy Raye and
Pru in alternating threads, Breaking Wild assumes the white-knuckled pace of a thriller, laying
bare Amy.by Dawn Tripp (Random House). With the success of “The Paris Wife” and “
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Loving Frank,” two novels about the wives of famous men, it was.
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